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Leave a Comment Recorded or Uploaded by Video recorded by Nick Barrett. Stills taken from a video clip, shot by the Earth
League. Nick Barrett of Earth League explains that he came across a recording of a slave raid. He recognized that there was a

great deal of missing information but he also saw a great deal of new information. The land is listed as "Hesse" and "Germany"
(although it is probably the East of Germany). Zoerty writes that the slave raid was in a house "off the beach" and that an Earth
League ship landed at that house. He further notes that the raiders were "all males", that one of the raiders had "dark skin", and
that he personally "witnessed them taking off in a small spacecraft" and that the craft landed "in the ocean". The raiders wore
"body armor" and carried "scythes". They took prisoners for "a later event" and "were chased away by the black person". The

raiders "gained their freedom" and left "with military-looking vehicles". Zoerty writes that they were "huge gunships" that were
"too large to fit in the launch ramps". He further states that one of the men was "dark-skinned" and was "wearing a necktie" at a

later event. Zoerty writes that the raid happened in the 1920s. Captain’s Log. Special notes by Captain Tim Tirk of the Earth
League ship "Pegasus". The raid happened "nearly four years ago" according to Zoerty. The raid was near "Siebenau", and that
they were "already there when the Earth League ship arrived". The Earth League ship "Pegasus" came from "Petersen", but it

was "an Earth League ship" that came from "an Earth League base" to "see who was raiding." Captain Tirk personally
"witnessed them taking off" in "a small spacecraft" and then the raiders "landed in the ocean" and were "seen to take off again".

Tirk writes that the raid was in "the West". 82157476af
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